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Abstract 
In this paper, we applied the finite differences method to the solution of variational problem of an inverse problem for 
the Scr6dinger equation with a final functional. These types of problems arise in various fields in quantum-mechanical, 
nuclear physics and modern physics [2, 11]. Also, we prove two estimates for the differences cheme and convergence 
speed of difference approximations according to the functional. The inverse problems for the Schrfdinger equation having 
different variational formulation were investigated in [7, 12, 13]. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Statement of the problem 
We are interested in finding the problem of minimum of the functional 
/o' J(v) = 10(x, T; v) - y(x)l 2 dx ~ inf 
in the set V = {v'v  = v(t), vCL2(O, T), Iv(t)] ~ bo, ~tE(0, T)} under the conditions 
a2_ _0 
i~t + ao ax e - a(x)q/ - v(t)~b = f (x, t ) ,  (x,t)Ef2 
= q,(x), x (0,t) 
t) a¢( t , t )  
a~- -  a-----~---O, tE(O,T) 
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where i = x/Zl, bo, ao, l, T are positive numbers, ~2 = (0, l) × (0, T), yE W21(0, l) is a known function 
and a(x) is a measurable and bounded function, a(x), ~o(x) and f(x) satisfy the conditions 
da(x) o 
O<kto ~< a(x) ~< #1, ~ ~< P2, ~/xE(O,l), /t0,#l,#2=const.>O, (5) 
q) E Wz3(0, l), d~p(0) _ d(o(/) _ 0, 
dx dx 
UE Wz2'°(f2), Of Of(O,t) ~f(l,t) ~-7 ~ w~l'°(~)' ~ - o~ - o, 
(6) 
(7) 
respectively. Let the spaces Wzk(0, I), W2k'm(f2), k, m ~> 0 be as defined in [4], and let the symbol 
signify that the given property applies for almost all values of a variable quantity. 
A solution of the boundary value problem (2)-(4) for each vE V is called a function ~p = ~b(x,t) 
from W22'l(Q) which satisfies conditions (2)-(4) for ~/(x,t)Ef2. 
In [12], it is shown that the boundary value problem (2)-(4) has a unique solution for each vE V 
and for the solution, the estimate 
[k~llw::'cQ) ~< cl(ll~ll~:~0,t)+ Ilfll~zo<Q)) (8) 
is valid. 
Similar results were also obtained in [6, 8] for different ypes of boundary value problems. We 
prove the estimate 
I1~'11~o,,)+ &ot ~c= I I~l l~o,,)+l l f l lw:,o~)+ , VtE(0,T)  (9) 
. " _ W_ l ,0 (O ) 
by using conditions (5)-(7) and Fourier method. 
In [12], it was shown that variational problem (1)-(4) has a least unique solution by using the 
method in [5], i.e., 
V*= {v* EV'J(v*)=J,=)nfJ(v)} 50. 
Problem (1)-(4) was investigated under more general conditions. Existence and uniqueness of 
the solution was proved [3]. 
2. Differences scheme and its error 
Let us consider finite differences approximations of the variational problem (1)-(4). For this 
purpose, let us write the following scheme: 
{(xj, tk)n}, n=l,2,..., j=O,M,, k=O,N,, 
h 1 T 
xj=jh--~, tk=kZ, h=h= (Mn- 1)' z=rn=~.  
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For this scheme, let us make the following assignments: 
M =M. ,  N=N. ,  674ojk = (dpjk - ckjk-l), 
h ' h 
For the arbitrary natural number n/> 1 let us consider the minimizing problem of the functional 
M--1 
M[v],)=h ~ 14~ju - Yjl 2 (10) 
j=l 
in the set V. = {[v]. : [v]. = (vl, v2,... ,  VN), [Vk[ ~< bo, k = 1,N} under conditions 
i67~bjk + aorx~q~jk - ajdpjk -- Vk~jk = fjk, j=  I ,M  - 1, k= l ,N ,  (11) 
~bjo = q~j, j=O,M,  (12) 
bi~blk=b~bMk=0, k= 1,N, (13) 
where a j, y j, q~j, Jjk are determined by 
l fx ,+h/2 -hlfX'+h/2 
at = h ax,-h/2 a(x)dx,  YY = ax,-h/2 y (x )dx  
1 I x~+h/2 
= ~o(x)dx, j=  1,M - 1, ¢po=q~l, ~o M =~OM_ 1
~J h dx,--h/2 
lfj~F'+h/2 = f (x , t )dxdt ,  j= I ,M-  1, k=l ,N  f;k ~ _, Jx,-h/2 
which are scheme functions. Using additive identities and the method of determining of a priori 
estimates, we write the estimate 
M--1 ( M--I N M--I ) 
h Z I~Jml 2~<c~ h ~ I~ojl=+~h y~ ~ I£~12 , VmC{1,2,3,...,N} (14) 
j=l j=l k=l j=l 
for the solution of differences cheme (11)-(13), where c3 >0 is a constant hat does not depend 
on r, h. 
Let us consider the following system to determine the error of the differences scheme (11 )-(13): 
ifit-zjk + aobxiZjk - ajzjk - VkZjk -~ Fjk, j = M - 1, k = 1, N, (15) 
Zjo=0, j=O,M,  6iZlk=b~ZMk=O, k=l ,N  (16) 
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where zjk = qSjk- ffjk, {qSjk} is the solution of system (11)-(13), {~Ojk} is determined by 
1 f~(,+h/2 
~jk=-~ ax_h/2 ~(x, tk)dx, j=  I ,M-1 ,  k= l ,N, 
~kj0=~Pj, j=O,M,  ~b0k=~blk, ~bMk=~M_l,k, k=l ,N ,  
and the scheme functions Fjk is defined by 
= i + - -  - a (x )~-  v(t)~9 dxdt -  i67~k Fjk ~ _, x,-h/2 ao ~x 2 
-ao6xg~j~ + aj~jk + Vkffjk, j = 1,M -- 1, k = 1,N. (17) 
Let us define the operator Q, by 
f/lh I Q,(V)=(Vl,V2,...,vN) ' vk=l  v(t)dt, k= l ,N  (18) 
in the set V. Therefore, we can write the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that the steps z>0 and h>0 satisfy the compatibility condition c4 <~ 
z/h z <<. c5, where Ca, c5 > 0 are independent of z and h and are constants. Then, the estimate 
M--I 
h y~ IZjm[ 2 <~ e6('c 2 +h 2 -+-IlO,(v) - [v],llz), VmE{1,2 , . . . ,N} ,  (19) 
j=l 
is valid, where Co > 0 is a constant that does not depend on z and h. 
Proof. We obtain the estimate 
h ~ [Zjm[ 2 <<.c7 zh ~ ~ IFj I 2 , VmE{1,2, . . . ,N},  (20) 
j=l k=l j=l 
similar to estimate (14), by using additive identities for the solution of system (15)-(16), where 
c7 > 0 is a constant hat does not depend on z and h. 
Now, let us evaluate the right-hand side of estimate (20). According to (17) we obtain 
Fjjk-- 1 2 3 4 -F;~ +Fj~ +Fj~ +Fj~, j=M-1 ,  k=l ,N ,  (21) 
where 
T,h -,  xi-h/2 ao Ox---- £ dxdt - aobxZtPyk, (22) 
~}l _--_ z-h axi-h/2 i dx dt - ibr ~Ojk, (23) 
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1L"fx'+h/2 
- a (x )~b dx dt, 
~:aj~,j~ ~ _,x,-~/~ 
4 ft~ t' ' [ x'+h/2 vff dx dt. U = Vk~k - Jx,-h/: 
From (21) and from the definition of the scheme functions ~k we obtain 
Fj~:0, j : I ,M-1 ,  k=l,N. 




2 ao ft' fxi+h/2 ~2~(x,t) dxdt_ ao { I ftkt', fxJ+'+h/2 
Fj~ = ~ _, ,]x,-h/2 ~ X2 ~ ~ dx, i,-h/2 
2 ,.?+.J2 , ,,Sx,+,,2 
.L x, ,dxd+ L x 
ao{iC+ 
h 2 -~ _, ax,+,-h/2 (O(x, tk)- O(x,t))dxdt 
2 fxj+h/2 
rh ~,,, Jx~'h/2 (~(x, tk)-~p(x,t))dxdt 
1 f,,_,+h/2 } +-~ f'*, ax,_,-h/2 (6(x'tk) -- ~9(x,t))dxdt 
=~21+Fj22, j=a ,M-2 ,  k=l,N. 
By using formula of ~22 in (27), we write 
22 a0 ~", fx,+h/2 ,, x (8z~,(~ +h,O) 
FJk - th 3 Jx,-h/2 f ~x'-h \ O~O0 
~k(x, t) dx dt 
~(x, t) dx dt~ 
J 
~2 I/./( ~, 0) 
O{O0 }d~dOdxdt'  
(27) 
(28) 
where j = 2, M - 2, k = l, N. Hence, we obtain 
aozk ( f  t' Ifx~+h/2'./2 <~ 
/xx;':  ii' + 8xOt 
By using the formula of ~2~ in (27), we write 
2 2 020(x + h, t) 0 ~k(x, t) 
OxOt dx 
O2~b(x, t)- -Zdx}  dt) ~/2, 
8xOt 
j=2,M-  2, k= 1,N. (29) 
Fj~' =-(a° £'  { l ~ & ~q,(xj - h/2, Ox t) ) 
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h 3 \ax~+,-h/2 O(x, t) dx - 2 ax,-h/2 O(x, t) dx 
÷ O(x,t)dx dt, j=2 ,M-2 ,  k=l ,N .  
X J- I -- h/2 
for j = 2, M - 2, k = 1, N. Suppose that 
P~( O ) = ~1 ( O~9(xj Ox + h/Z, t ) _ OO(xj -~x- h/2, t l']j 
h 3 \ , lx,+,--h/2 O(x ' t )dx-2ax, 'h /2  t~(x,t)dx+ , Ix,_,--h/2 ~k(x,t )dx.  
Now, xj indicates x and x indicates ~. If ~--x - sh, then, P,(0) is written as 
1{  (0~(0.5, t) 0@(-0.5, t ) )  
P'(~) = ~ \ 0s 0s 
z /0, } 
_ 1.5 (9(s,t)ds+ 2 ~(s , t )ds -  (b(s,t)ds 




where ~(s,t )= ~b(x+sh, t). It is obvious that the functional Pt(~) is linear according to ~. Moreover, 
the functional is bounded in the space W23(-0.5,0.5). Therefore, we write 
[P~(~)] ~< c8h-21t(911~c_o.5,o.5), ~/tE(O,T) (33) 
by using (32), where c8 >0 is a constant hat does not depend on z and h. 
It can be easily shown that the functional Pt(~) is zero at ~ = as 2 + bs + c, i.e., 
P,((O) =P~(as 2+ bs + c)=0. 
Hence, the conditions of Bramble-Hilbert Lemma hold [1], [9, p. 29]. Therefore, we obtain 
[et(, l~)l ~< c9 h -2  03~1 , ~tE(O,T) (34) 
0s 3 II IIL2~-05,o5, 
from the hypothesis of this lemma and estimate (33). Now, by reversing variables and using (30), 
(31), (34) and first assignments, we write 
_. ax,-h/2 Ox 3 dxdt , j=2 ,M-2 ,  k=l ,N .  (35) 
If we use the formulae of F12,F~_lk and the conditions 
0~9(0, t) _ 0~9(xl - hi2, t) _ Off(l, t) _ O~,b(XM_l + hi2, t) = O, 
Ox Ox Ox Ox 
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we prove the inequalities 
+c,oaoh~/Zr-'/2(fth fx:'+_hil2 
Cq2~//(X, t) 2 [x~+h/2 ~20(X, t) 2 
Ox~t dx + ax,_--h/2 Ox~t 
3 2 ~(x,t) dt) '~'2 
~X 3 dx , 
4 
(36) 
(f l/? a031/2 t~ 
q- ~,_,-h/2 6320(x't)~?xOt dx dt q-Cllaohl/2"c -1/2 
× t~ x~,_,+h/2 ~31~(X,/) dxdt  (37) 
_~ x~ t -h~2 ~X 3 
according to Bramble-Hilbert Lemma, where clo, c~ >0 are constants which are independent of r 
and h. Hence, from inequalities (29), (35), (37), formula (27) and compatible condition, we obtain 
3h k=, ~j=, I~lz ~ c'2hz T;ix~ _ + OxOt L:~o,J (38) 
where c~2>0 is a constant which is independent of h and 3. By using formulae ~3 and aj, we 
obtain 
~.3= 1 f "  / x~+h/2 
, Jz,-h/2 a(x)(@.k - O(x,t))dxdt. (39) 
By using the formula of ~k, we can also write equality 
l [X '+h/2{f '~30~O)do+f¢t3~b(t l ' t )dr l}d~.  (40) 
@k - O(x, t)= ~ ax,-h/2 ~?q 
If we use this equality in (39), then we obtain the inequality 
3h ~ 1~312 ~ C13(32 "q'- h2) ~-  L2(~2) -[- -~X L2(Q) ' 
k=l j=l 
where c13 >0 is a constant which is independent of h and r. 
Hence, we write 
~2 = Oj-Zk ( vk - v( t ) ) dt + -~ , ~,-h/2 r v(t)(~.k - O(x, t)) dr dt (42) 
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for j = 1,M - 1, k = 1,N. By using formula of Ojk and estimates (8)-(9),  we prove the estimate 
[~kl ~ C14, J=  1,M - 1, k= 1,N, (43) 
where c~4 > 0 is constant which is independent of h and z. Therefore, if we consider inequality (43) 
and equality (40) then we obtain 
"chZZIFj'j212~Cl5 ('c2q-h2) --~ ~,(~)+ N ~<~> +llQ°(v)-[v]"[[2 (44) 
k=l j=l 
from (42). Hence, by using inequalities (26), (38), (41), (44) and estimates (8)-(9),  we show that 
the hypothesis of the theorem is true from (21 ) and (20). The proof is completed. [] 
3. Convergence of the difference approximations 
Now, let us evaluate the difference between original functional and discrete functional. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then the estimate 
IJ(v) - I.([v].)] ~< Cl6(T + h -I- IlQ.(v) - [v].ll) (45) 
is valid for Vv E V and V[v]. E V., where c16 > 0 is a constant which is independent of h and r. 
Proof. By using the formulae of functionals, we write the difference between them as 
M--I [xj+h/2 
J(v) - In (H . )= ~ ax,-h/Z {I~'(X, T) -- y(x)l z --LO;N - yjl 2 } dx. (46) 
j=l 
If we apply Cauchy-Bunyakowski inequality and use estimates (8), (9) and (14), then we can write 
]d(v)-ln([V]n)] ~Cl7 ~J'=~l Jx'-h/2 I~k(x'T)-gP'NI2dx 
x +'2 - , . . _ , , 2dx)/ 
from (46). Since y C W21(0, l), we write 
0y 
J2 ~< h ~x L2(0,l~" 
By using the formula of J~, we obtain 
J1 <~ V~ dx,--h/2 ~ j=l 
= Cl7{J1 ~- J2} (47) 
M--1 }1/2 
[~b(x, T) - I~j'N [2 dx + h ~-~ [OjN -- ~)jN] 2 
j=l 
(48) 
= x/2{J~ + j2},/2. (49) 
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From estimate (19), we write 
J (  ~< C6(T 2 "q'- h 2 -~- [[Q,(v) - [v].ll z) (50) 
for m = N.  Using formula of ~kjk, we have 
M-'fx,+h/2 fXj+h/2 ~ d~ 2 ax  
Therefore, from inequality 
c,(o,t) c,8 -~x c,~o) + Ox~?t z,(a)J 
and estimates (8) and (9), we obtain 
J] <~ clgh. (51) 
Hence, according to inequalities (50) and (51), we obtain 
J, ~< cz0(r + h + I l a . (v )  - [v ] . l l )  (52) 
and from (49). Consequently, according to (48) and (52) we prove the truth of the hypothesis of 
the Theorem 2 from (47). [] 
Now, let us obtain an estimate for convergence speed of difference approximations according to 
functional. For this purpose we write the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2 hold, and the operator Q, is defined by (18). 
Then Q,(v) 6 V, and the followin9 estimate 
[J(v) - In(Qn(v)l <~ CZl(,C -+- h) (531 
is valid, where czl > 0 is a constant hat does not depend on h and z. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that conditions of Theorem 2 and the operator P, is defined by 
P,([v],) = g(t), g( t )= vk, tk-i ~< t ~< tk, k = 1,N. 
Therefore, P,([V]n) E V and 
IJ(P,([v],)) - I,([v],)[ ~< c22(z + h) (54) 
where c22 > 0 is a constant hat does not depend on h and z. 
By using these Lemmas and the method in [10] we obtain proof of the following theorem; 
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Theorem 5. Suppose that conditions of Lemmas 3 and 4 and let v* c V, [v]* E/I,* be solutions of 
problems (1)-(4) and (10)-(13), respectively, i.e., 
J ,  = infJ(v)=J(v*),  In,--  inf In([V]n)=In([V]*). 
t,E v [vl,, E//,,~ 
Therefore, the solutions of problem (10)-(13) are approximate to the solutions of problem 
(1)-(4). i.e., 
lim In, = J ,  
and the estimate 
[L* -J*l c23(r + h) (55) 
Table l 
Values at some points interval [0, 1] 
t, v*(ti) v(t,) Iv*(t~) - v*(t~)t 
0.00000000 0.00000000 1.12894000 1.12894000 
0.03333334 1.03333300 1.13914500 0.10581140 
0.06666667 1.06666700 1.15304700 0.08638012 
0.10000000 1.10000000 1.17131800 0.07131815 
0.13333330 1.13333300 1.19464000 0.06130648 
0.16666670 1.16666700 1.22357800 0.05691135 
0.20000000 1.20000000 1.25843600 0.05843556 
0.23333330 1.23333300 1.29911600 0.06578255 
0.26666670 1.26666700 1.34501300 0.07834601 
0.30000000 1.30000000 1.39496400 0.09496355 
0.33333330 1.33333300 1.44727800 0.11394440 
0.36666670 1.36666700 1.49986100 0.13319400 
0.40000000 1.40000000 1.55043100 0.15043100 
0.43333340 1.43333300 1.59681600 0.16348270 
0.46666670 1.46666700 1.63728500 0.17061850 
0.50000000 1.50000000 1.67087300 0.17087290 
0.53333340 1.53333300 1.69761900 0.16428600 
0.56666670 1.56666700 1.71867500 0.15200810 
0.60000000 1.60000000 1.73620200 0.13620220 
0.63333340 1.63333300 1.75305300 0.11971930 
0.66666670 1.66666700 1.77221400 0.10554740 
0.70000000 1.70000000 1.79610200 0.09610224 
0.73333330 1.73333300 1.82581700 0.09248328 
0.76666670 1.76666700 1.86055600 0.09388912 
0.80000010 1.80000000 1.89732500 0.09732521 
0.83333340 1.83333300 1.93095700 0.09762347 
0.86666670 1.86666700 1.95433200 0.08766556 
0.90000000 1.90000000 1.95868400 0.05868387 
0.93333340 1.93333300 1.93396100 0.00062716 
0.96666670 1.96666700 1.87696300 0.08970368 
v*(ti) exact solution; v(t) approximate solution. 
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& true for the convergence speed of  the difference approximations, where c23 > 0 & a constant 
that does not depend on h and z. 
Note: Similar results can be obtained for the boundary conditions of the first kind. Therefore, the 
estimate 
I I,, - J , I  c24(x/  ÷ v/h) (56) 
is valid for the convergence speed. 
4. Applications of method 
We applied the finite differences method for different versions of problem (1)-(4).  But, we 
give two examples of these. Suitable algorithms and Fortran-77 programs were written for these 
examples. The results of the programs are given as tables and graphs. Boundary conditions (4) can 
be written as 
 x=o =g0(t), 
for the approximate solution of problems (1)-(4).  
Example 1. We take l=  1, T= 1, a0 = 1, a(x)= 1 ÷ x 2, f (x , t )= - i (1 ÷ x2)(2x ÷ t) + 2i - 1, 
b0=3,  q~(x)=ix 2, go(t)=0,  g l ( t )=2i ,  y(x)= i (x2+ 1), ~=0.001, N=30 for the numerical 
solution of problem (1)-(4).  In this case, the exact solution of the problem is v*(t )= 1 ÷ t. The 














• ¢xtac solution 
approximate solution 
i i i I i I t I i I i I i I i I i I 
0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Fig. 1. Graph of the v*(t)= 1 + t 2 and approximate solution. 














• cxtac solutaon 
<> appnoximat¢ solution 
i I t I I I I I t I i I I I I I i I t I 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,7 0,8 0.9 1.0 
Fig. 2. Graph of the v*(t)= cost + t 2 and approximate solution. 
Example 2. We take l :1 ,  T=I ,  a0=l ,  a(x)=l +x 2, f(x,t)---(i(x+t)+x2t)cost+t 2+ 
(1 +x2))+2t+x2+i, ~p(x)=ix, #0(t) : i ,  #l(t)=i+2t, y(x):i(x+l)+x:, ~:0.001, N=30 
for the numerical solution of problem (1)-(4). In this case, the exact solution of the problem is 
v*(t)= cost + t 2. The exact solution and approximate solution are given in Fig. 2. 
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